Mark your calendars for a weekly speaker series each Thursday at 11am throughout the academic year on the Georgia Tech campus. The purpose of this speaker series is to foster discourse and information exchange between academics, students, and transportation professionals, both on the local and national levels. Topics will include research at Georgia Tech, local transportation issues, and broader topics of interest to the transportation community.

Zan Frackelton: “Pedestrian Project Prioritization Incorporating App-Collected Sidewalk Data”

Greg Macfarlane: “Learned preferences for vehicle ownership: how past experience may affect current transportation behavior”

Tom Wall: “A risk-based assessment tool to prioritize roadway culvert assets for climate change adaptation planning”

Sarah Windmiller: “Alternatives to Smartphone Applications for Real-Time Information and Technology Usage among Transit Riders”

James Wong: “Testing the opportunities for transit performance measurement using Google Transit data”

October 31, 2013
Graduating Student Showcase

Please RSVP at: NCTSPM@ce.gatech.edu

For a full listing of events, visit: http://nctspm.gatech.edu/events